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            The Culture Victoria website has been permanently closed.

            
                The good news is that you can explore the Stories, Collections and Organisations that make up the rich
                cultural life of Victoria — right here on Victorian Collections!
            

            
                Most of the stories from the old Culture Victoria website have been moved here. You'll find these on our Stories page, along with many other Victorian stories.
            


            
                If you are unable to find a specific story that was previously available on Culture Victoria,
                feel free to contact us via the Victorian Collections help-desk and we'll see if we can help you out.
            

            Victorian Collections continues to grow — if you're interested in contributing you can find more information here.
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            Victorian Collections is a digital archive where you can search thousands of items held by galleries, museums, libraries, archives, historical societies and cultural collections across the state of Victoria, Australia.

            Victorian Collections is also a free collection management system with training available for organisations to help catalogue, digitise and upload records.
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                        Meerreeng-an Here Is My Country

                        
                            
The following story presents a selection of works from the book Meerreeng-an Here is My Country: The Story of Aboriginal Victoria Told Through Art
Meerreeng-an Here is My Country: The Story of Aboriginal Victoria Told Through Art tells the story of the Aboriginal people of Victoria through our artworks and our voices.
Our story has no beginning and no end. Meerreeng-an Here is My Country follows a cultural, circular story cycle with themes flowing from one to the other, reflecting our belief in all things being connected and related.
Our voices tell our story. Artists describe their own artworks, and stories and quotes from Elders and other community members provide cultural and historical context. In these ways Meerreeng-an Here Is My Country is cultural both in its content and in the way our story is told.
The past policies and practices of European colonisers created an historic veil of invisibility for Aboriginal communities and culture in Victoria, yet our culture and our spirit live on. Meerreeng-an Here Is My Country lifts this veil, revealing our living cultural knowledge and practices and strengthening our identity.
The story cycle of Meerreeng-an Here Is My Country is presented in nine themes.
We enter the story cycle by focusing on the core cultural concepts of Creation, Country, culture, knowledge and family in the themes 'Here Is My Country' and 'Laws for Living'.
The cycle continues through ceremony, music, dance, cloaks, clothing and jewellery in 'Remember Those Ceremonies' and 'Wrap Culture Around You'. Land management, foods, fishing, hunting, weapons and tools follow in 'The Earth is Kind' and 'A Strong Arm and A Good Eye'.
Invasion, conflict and resilience are explored in 'Our Hearts Are Breaking'. The last two themes, 'Our Past Is Our Strength' and 'My Spirit Belongs Here', complete the cycle, reconnecting and returning the reader to the entry point by focusing on culture, identity, Country and kin.
Visit the Koorie Heritage Trust website for more information on Meerreeng-an Here Is My Country
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                    The Victorian Collections website is developed in partnership by Museums Victoria and Australian Museums and Galleries Association Victoria (AMaGA Victoria).
                    Funding for the program is provided by the Victorian Government through Creative Victoria.
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        Victorian Collections acknowledges the Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
            peoples as the first inhabitants of the nation and the traditional custodians of the lands
            where we live, learn and work.
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